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Spin pumping and magnetization dynamics in metallic multilayers
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We study the magnetization dynamics in thin ferromagnetic films and small ferromagnetic particles in
contact with paramagnetic conductors. A moving magnetization vector causes ‘‘pumping’’ of spins into adja-
cent nonmagnetic layers. This spin transfer affects the magnetization dynamics similar to the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert phenomenology. The additional Gilbert damping is significant for small ferromagnets, when the non-
magnetic layers efficiently relax the injected spins, but the effect is reduced when a spin accumulation build-up
in the normal metal opposes the spin pumping. The damping enhancement is governed by~and, in turn, can be
used to measure! the mixing conductance or spin-torque parameter of the ferromagnet–normal-metal interface.
Our theoretical findings are confirmed by agreement with recent experiments in a variety of multilayer systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-polarized transport through magnetic multilayers
the physical origin of many exciting phenomena such as
ant magnetoresistance and spin–current-induced magne
tion reversal.1–3 It has attracted attention in the basic phys
community and industry over the last decades, but there
still open fundamental questions. So far, the main resea
activity has been focused on the dc transport propertie
these systems.

Ac magnetotransport has attracted considerably less a
tion than its dc counterpart. In a recent paper,4 we reported a
novel mechanism by which a precessing ferromag
‘‘pumps’’ a spin current into adjacent nonmagnetic condu
tors proportional to the precession frequency, using a form
ism analogous to that for the adiabatic pumping of charge
mesoscopic systems.5 We showed that spin pumping pro
foundly affects the dynamics of nanoscale ferromagnets
thin films, by renormalizing fundamental parameters such
the gyromagnetic ratio and Gilbert damping parameter
agreement with experiments.6

The switching characteristics of a magnetic system
pends in an essential way on the Gilbert damping constana.
In magnetic field-induced switching processes, for exam
a governs the technologically important magnetization
versal time of ferromagnetic particles. Its typical intrins
value7 a0&1022 for transition metal ferromagnets is small
than its optimal value ofa*1021 for the fastest switching
rates.8 The present mechanism allows engineering of
damping constant by adding passive nonmagnetic com
nents to the system and/or adjusting the geometry to con
spin flow and relaxation rates described in this paper, t
helping to create high-speed magnetoelectronic devi
Also, in spin–current-induced magnetization reversal,
critical switching current is proportional toa.3

For some time it has been understood that a ferromagn
normal-metal (F-N) interface leads to a dynamical couplin
between the ferromagnetic magnetization and the spin
the conduction-band electrons in the normal metal.2,3,9–12
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More recently, several theoretical frameworks were put f
ward proposing a mechanism for magnetization damping
to F-N interfacial processes.4,10,13 This F-N coupling be-
comes important in the limit of ultrathin (&10 nm) ferro-
magnetic films and can lead to a sizable enhancement o
damping constant.

Our theory is based on a new physical picture, accord
to which the ferromagnetic damping can be understood a
adiabatic pumping of spins into the adjacent normal meta4

This spin transfer is governed by the reflection and transm
sion matrices of the system, analogous to the scatte
theory of transport and interlayer exchange coupling. T
microscopic expression for the enhanced Gilbert damp
and the renormalized gyromagnetic ratio can be calcula
by simple models or by first-principles band-structure cal
lations without adjustable parameters. The present the
therefore allows quantitative predictions for the magneti
tion damping in hybrid systems that can be tested by exp
ments.

The Gilbert damping constant in thin ferromagnetic film
has been experimentally studied6,14–17 by measuring
ferromagnetic-resonance~FMR! linewidths. In the regime of
ultrathin ferromagnetic films,a was in some cases found t
be quite large in comparison with the bulk valuea0, and
sensitively depending on the substrate and capping layer
terials. For example, when a 20-Å-thick permalloy~Py! film
was sandwiched between two Pt layers, its damping w
found to be a;1021, but recovered its bulk valuea
;1022 with a Cu buffer and cap.6 Heinrichet al.14 observed
an enhanced damping of&20-Å-thick Fe films when they
were grown on Ag bulk substrates but no significant chan
in the damping constant was seen for films grown on Ga
even when the film thickness was reduced down to sev
atomic monolayers.18 We will demonstrate here that ou
theory explains all these experimental findings well.

Previously, we studied the situation when the norm
metal layers adjacent to the ferromagnetic films are per
spin sinks, so that the spin accumulation in the normal m
vanishes.4 Here this theory is generalized to consider the s
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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accumulation which enables us to explain experimental fi
ings for variousF-N systems6,14,16 in a unified framework
based on the spin-pumping picture.

The paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II and the A
pendix, the basic formalism of the adiabatic spin-pum
theory4 is derived using a scattering-matrix approach, and
alternative derivation is given for finite systems, which
based on the conservation of energy and angular momen
In Secs. III and IV, we solve the diffusion equation to d
scribe transport of injected spins in single and compo
normal-metal layers. The spin loss due to spin-orbit or ot
spin-flip processes is accounted for, leading to an ove
damping of the ferromagnetic magnetization precession
particular, we use the theory to analyze the representa
case of Gilbert damping in Py-Pt, Py-Cu, and Py-Cu-Pt
brids, showing an excellent agreement between our the
and the experimental results.6,16The last Sec. V is devoted t
discussions and conclusions.

II. PRECESSION-INDUCED SPIN PUMPING

Consider anN-F-N junction as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 in th
Appendix. Without a voltage bias, no spin or charge curre
flow when the magnetization of the ferromagnet is const
in time. When the magnetization direction starts precess
~as, e.g., under the influence of an applied magnetic field!, a
spin currentI s

pump is pumped out of the ferromagnet.4 This
current into a givenN layer depends on the complex-value
parameterA[Ar1 iAi ~the ‘‘spin-pumping conductance’’!
by

I s
pump5

\

4p S Arm3
dm

dt
2Ai

dm

dt D . ~1!

Here, the time-dependent order parameter of the ferroma
is a unit vectorm(t), assuming a monodomain magnet wi
a spatially uniform magnetization at all times. A detail
derivation of Eq.~1! based on the scattering-matrix theory
transport is presented in the Appendix.A5g↑↓2t↑↓ depends
on the scattering matrix of the ferromagnetic film since

gss8[(
mn

@dmn2r mn
s ~r mn

s8 !* # ~2!

is the dimensionless dc conductance matrix11,12 and

t↑↓[(
mn

tmn8↑ ~ tmn8↓ !* . ~3!

Here ~see Fig. 6!, r mn
↑ (r mn

↓ ) is a reflection coefficient for
spin-up~spin-down! electrons on the normal-metal side a
tmn8↑ (tmn8↓ ) is a transmission coefficient for spin-up~spin-
down! electrons across the ferromagnetic film from the o
posite reservoir into the normal-metal layer, wherem andn
label the transverse modes at the Fermi energy in the nor
metal films. Note that the magnetization can take arbitr
directions; in particular,m(t) may be far away from its equi
librium value. In such a case, the scattering matrix itself c
depend on the orientation of the magnetization, and one
to useA(m) in Eq. ~1!.
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When the ferromagnetic film is thicker than its transve
spin-coherence lengthd.p/(kF

↑2kF
↓), where kF

↑(↓) are the
spin-dependent Fermi wave vectors,t↑↓ vanishes,20 the spin
pumping through a givenF-N interface is governed entirely
by the interfacial mixing conductanceA5g↑↓[gr

↑↓1 igi
↑↓ ,

and we can consider only one of the two interfaces. This
the regime we are focusing on in this paper. Note that
conductance matrixgss8 defined in Eq.~2! has to be renor-
malized for highly transparent interfaces in columnar geo
etries ~by properly subtracting Sharvin-resistance contrib
tions from the inverse conductance parameters!, as discussed
in Ref. 19.

As shown before,4 the spin current@Eq. ~1!# leads to a
damping of the ferromagnetic precession, resulting in a fa
alignment of the magnetization with the~effective! applied
magnetic fieldHeff . In the derivation by the time-depende
scattering theory, the pumped spins are entirely absorbe
the attached ideal reservoirs. In the following, it is show
that Eq.~1! can be also derived for a finite system by obse
ing that the enhanced rate of damping is accompanied b
energy flow out of the ferromagnet, until a steady state
established in the combinedF-N system. For simplicity, as-
sume a magnetization which at timet starts rotating around
the vector of the magnetic fieldm(t)'Heff . In a short inter-
val of time dt, it slowly ~i.e., adiabatically! changes tom(t
1dt)5m(t)1dm. In the presence of a large butfinite non-
magnetic reservoir without any spin-flip scattering attach
to one side of the ferromagnet, this process can be expe
to induce a~small! nonvanishing spin accumulation

ms[E deTr@ŝ f̂ ~e!#, ~4!

FIG. 1. A ferromagnetic filmF sandwiched between two non
magnetic reservoirsN. For simplicity of the discussion in this sec
tion, we mainly focus on the dynamics in one~right! reservoir while
suppressing the other~left!, e.g., assuming it is insulating. The spin
pumping currentI s

pump and the spin accumulationms in the right
reservoir can be found by conservation of energy, angular mom
tum, and by applying circuit theory to the steady stateI s

pump

5I s
back.
3-2
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SPIN PUMPING AND MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 224403 ~2002!
where ŝ is the Pauli matrix vector andf̂ (e) is the 232
matrix distribution function at a given energye in the
reservoir.11 For a slow enough variation ofm(t), this non-
equilibrium spin imbalance must flow back into the ferr
magnet, canceling any spin current generated by the ma
tization rotation, since, due to the adiabatic assumption,
system is always in a steady state.

Let us assume for the moment that the spins are accu
lated in the reservoir along the magnetic fieldmsiHeff . Flow
of Ns spins into the normal metal transfers energyDEN
5Nsms/2 and angular-momentumDLN5Ns\/2 ~directed
along Heff). By the conservation laws,DEF52DEN and
DLF52DLN , for the corresponding values in the ferroma
net. Using the magnetic energyDEF5gDLFHeff , whereg is
the absolute gyromagnetic ratio of the ferromagnet, we t
find that Nsms/25gNs(\/2)Heff . It then follows thatms
5\gHeff5\v, wherev5gHeff is the Larmor frequency o
precession in the effective field: The spin-up and spin-do
chemical potentials in the normal metal are split byms
5\v, the energy corresponding to the frequency of the p
turbation. For a finite angleu betweenms andHeff , the same
reasoning would lead toms5\v cosu, which is smaller than
the ‘‘energy boost’’\v of the time-dependent perturbatio
thus justifying our initial guess.

We can employ magnetoelectronic circuit theory11 to de-
rive an expression for the backflow of spin currentI s

back

which, as argued above, has to be equal to the pum
currentI s

pump5I s
back:

I s
back5

1

2p
~gr

↑↓ms1gi
↑↓m3ms!

5
\

4p S gr
↑↓m3

dm

dt
2gi

↑↓ dm

dt D . ~5!

Here, we usedms5\v and ms'm, since by the conserva
tion of angular momentum, the spin transfer is proportio
to the change in the directiondm'm. We thus recover Eq
~1! for the case of a single and finite reservoir. It is easy
repeat the proof for an arbitrary initial alignment ofm(t)
with Heff . Furthermore, a straightforward generalization
this discussion to the case of theN-F-N sandwich structure
recovers our previous result@Eq. ~1!#.

The expressions for the adiabatic spin pumping are
the whole story, since spin-flip scattering is an important f
of life in magnetoelectronics. In Ref. 4, we only consider
the extreme situation where the normal-metal layer is a p
fect spin sink, so that all spins injected byI s

pump relax by
spin-flip processes or leave the system; the total spin cur
through the contact was, therefore, approximated byI s

'I s
pump and I s

back'0. Here, we generalize that treatment
self-consistently take into account the spin build-up in
normal metal at dynamic equilibrium. We then find the co
tribution to I s due to the spin–accumulation-driven curre
I s

back back into the ferromagnet:

I s5I s
pump2I s

back, ~6!

which vanishes in the absence of spin-flip scattering.
22440
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The spin current out of the ferromagnet carries angu
momentum perpendicular to the magnetization direction.
conservation of angular momentum, the spins ejected bI s
correspond to a torquet52I s on the ferromagnet. If pos
sible interfacial spin-flip processes are disregarded,
torquet is entirely transferred to the coherent magnetizat
precession. The dynamics of the ferromagnet can then
described by a generalized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert~LLG!
equation21,2

dm

dt
52gm3Heff1a0m3

dm

dt
1

g

MsV
I s , ~7!

where a0 is the dimensionless bulk Gilbert damping co
stant,Ms is the saturation magnetization of the ferromagn
andV is its volume. The intrinsic bulk constanta0 is smaller
than the total Gilbert dampinga5a01a8. The additional
dampinga8 caused by the spin pumping is observable in,
example, FMR spectra and is the main object of inter
here.

III. SPIN –ACCUMULATION-DRIVEN BACKFLOW
IN THE F -N AND N-F -N MULTILAYERS

The precession of the magnetization does not cause
charge current in the system. The spin accumulation or n
equilibrium chemical potential imbalancems(x) @similar to
Eq. ~4!, but spatially dependent now# in the normal metal is
a vector, which depends on the distance from the interfacx,
0,x,L, whereL is the thickness of the normal-metal film
see Fig. 2.

When the ferromagnetic magnetization steadily rota
around thez axis,m3ṁ and the normal-metal spin accumu
lation ms(x) are oriented alongz, as depicted in Fig. 2. There
is no spin imbalance in the ferromagnet, becausems is per-
pendicular to the magnetization directionm. As shown be-
low, the time-dependentms is also perpendicular tom even
in the case of aprecessingferromagnet with time-dependen

FIG. 2. Schematic view of theF-N bilayer. Precession of the
magnetization directionm(t) of the ferromagnetF pumps spins into
the adjacent normal-metal layerN by inducing a spin currentI s

pump.
This leads to a build-up of the normal-metal spin accumulat
which either relaxes by spin-flip scattering or flows back into t
ferromagnet asI s

back. In contrast to Fig. 1, theN layer here is not an
ideal reservoir but rather a film of the same cross section as
magnetic layerF; the spin accumulation is position~x! dependent.
3-3
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TSERKOVNYAK, BRATAAS, AND BAUER PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 224403 ~2002!
instantaneous rotation axis, as long as the precession
quencyv is smaller than the spin-flip ratetSF

21 in the normal
metal.

The spin accumulation diffuses into the normal metal

ivms5D]x
2ms2tSF

21ms , ~8!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient. The boundary condition
are determined by the continuity of the spin current from
ferromagnet into the normal metal atx50 and the vanishing
of the spin current at the outer boundaryx5L:

x50: ]xms522~\NSD!21I s ,

x5L: ]xms50, ~9!

whereN is the~one-spin! density of states in the film andS
is the area of the interface. The solution to Eq.~8! with the
boundary conditions@Eqs.~9!# is

ms~x!5
coshk~x2L !

sinhkL

2I s

\NSDk
~10!

with the wave vector k5lSD
21A11 ivtSF, where lSD

[ADtSF is the spin-flip diffusion length in the normal meta
In Ref. 22 we used arguments similar to those in the pres
paper to calculate the spin accumulation~10! generated by
the precessing magnetization. While the size of the effect
its relevance for spintronic applications are detailed in R
22, in this work we focus on the role of the spin accumu
tion in the dynamics of the ferromagnetic magnetization.

We assume in the following that the precession freque
v is smaller than the spin-flip relaxation ratev!tSF

21 so that
k'lSD

21 . For a static applied field of 1 T, typicallyv
;1011 s21. The elastic scattering rate corresponding to
mean free path oflel;10 nm is tel

21;1014 s21. Conse-
quently, the derivation below is restricted to metals with
ratio of spin-conserved to spin-flip scattering timese
[tel /tSF*1023. In practice,23 this condition is easily satis
fied with higher impurity atomic numbersZ ~ase scales as24

Z4). The high-frequency limitv*ts f
21 , on the other hand, is

relevant for hybrids with little spin-flip scattering in the no
mal metal, and was discussed in the context of the s
battery concept.22 Nevertheless, we will see that a sizab
Gilbert damping enhancement requires a large spin-flip pr
ability e*1021 ~thereby guaranteeing thatv!ts f

21) unless
the frequency is comparable with the elastic scattering rat
the normal metal. The latter regime will not be treated in t
paper.

Using relationD5vF
2tel/3 between the diffusion coeffi

cientD ~in three dimensions!, the Fermi velocityvF , and the
elastic scattering timetel , we find for the spin-diffusion
length

lSD5vFAteltSF/3. ~11!

An effective energy-level spacing of the states participat
in the spin-flip scattering events in a thick film can be d
fined by

dSD[~NSlSD!21. ~12!
22440
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The spin–accumulation-driven spin currentI s
back through the

interface reads25

I s
back5

1

8p
@2gr

↑↓ms~x50!12gi
↑↓m3ms~x50!

1~g↑↑1g↓↓22gr
↑↓!@m•ms~x50!#m#. ~13!

Substituting Eq.~10! into Eq. ~13!, we find for the total spin
current@Eq. ~6!#

I s5I s
pump2

b

2
@2gr

↑↓I s12gi
↑↓m3I s1~g↑↑1g↓↓22gr

↑↓!

3~m•I s!m#, ~14!

where the spin current returning into the ferromagnet is g
erned by the ‘‘backflow’’ factorb,

b[
tSFdSD/h

tanh~L/lSD!
. ~15!

When the normal metal is shorter than the spin-diffus
length (L!lSD), b→tSFd/h, where d5(NSL)21 is the
energy-level splitting. In the opposite regime of thick norm
metals (L@lSD), b→tSFdSD/h. Basically,b @Eq. ~15!# is
therefore the ratio between the energy level spacing of
normal-metal film with a thicknessLSF5min(L,lSD) and the
spin-flip rate.

By inverting Eq.~14!, we may express the total spin cu
rent I s in terms of the pumped spin currentI s

pump @Eq. ~1!#

I s5F11bgr
↑↓1

~bgi
↑↓!2

11bgr
↑↓G21

3S 12
bgi

↑↓

11bgr
↑↓ m3 D I s

pump.

~16!

After substituting Eq.~1! into Eq. ~16!, we recover the form
of Eq. ~1! for the total spin currentI s , but with a redefined
spin-pumping conductanceÃ[Ãr1 iÃ i

I s5
\

4p S Ãrm3
dm

dt
2Ãi

dm

dt D . ~17!

Ã can be expressed in terms of the mixing conductanceg↑↓

and the backflow factorb by

S Ãr

Ãi
D 5S 1 bgi

↑↓~11bgr
↑↓!21

2bgi
↑↓~11bgr

↑↓!21 1
D

3F11bgr
↑↓1

~bgi
↑↓!2

11bgr
↑↓G21S gr

↑↓

gi
↑↓D . ~18!

It has been shown26 that for realisticF-N interfacesgi
↑↓

!gr
↑↓ , so thatg↑↓'gr

↑↓ . ~The latter approximation will be

implied for the rest of the paper.! In this important regime,Ãi

vanishes and the term proportional toÃr in Eq. ~17! has the
same form as and therefore enhances the phenomenolo
Gilbert damping. This can be easily seen after substitut
Eq. ~17! into Eq. ~7!: The last term on the right-hand side o
3-4
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Eq. ~7! can be combined with the second term by defin
the total Gilbert damping coefficienta5a01a8, where

a85F11g↑↓ tSFdSD/h

tanh~L/lSD!G
21 gLg↑↓

4pm
~19!

is the additional damping constant due to the interfacialF-N
coupling. Here,gL is the g factor andm is the total film
magnetic moment in units ofmB . Equation~19! is the main
result of this section. WhenL→`, Eq. ~19! reduces to a
simple result:a85gLgeff

↑↓/(4pm), where

1

geff
↑↓ 5

1

g↑↓ 1RSD. ~20!

Here RSD5tSFdSD/h is the resistance~per spin, in units of
h/e2) of the normal-metal layer of thicknesslSD. @Which
follows from the Einstein’s relations5e2DN connecting
conductivity s with the diffusion coefficientD, and using
Eq. ~12!.# It follows that the effective spin pumping out o
the ferromagnet is governed bygeff

↑↓ , i.e., the conductance o
the F-N interface in series with diffusive normal-metal film
with thicknesslSD.19

The prefactor on the right-hand side of Eq.~19! sup-
presses the additional Gilbert damping4 due to the spin an-
gular momentum that diffuses back into the ferromagne
was disregarded in Ref. 4 where the normal metal w
viewed as a perfect spin sink. Because spins accumula
the normal metal perpendicular to the ferromagnetic mag
tization, the spin–accumulation-driven transport across
F-N contact, as well as the spin pumping, is governed b
mixing conductance. This explains why the other comp
nents of the conductance matrix@Eq. ~2!# do not enter Eq.
~19!.

We now estimate the numerical values of the parame
in Eq. ~19! for transition metal ferromagnets Fe, Co, and N
in contact with relatively clean simple normal metals Al, C
Cu, Pd, Ag, Ta, Pt, and Au. For an isotropic electron g
N5kF

2/(p\vF). Using Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, we find
h/(dSDtSF)54Ae/3Nch, whereNch5SkF

2 /(4p) is the num-
ber of transverse channels in the normal metal ande
[tel /tSF is the spin-flip probability at each scattering.
Ref. 26,g↑↓ was calculated for Co-Cu and Fe-Cr interfac
by first-principles band-structure calculations. It was fou
that irrespective of the interfacial disorder,g↑↓'Nch for
these material combinations. As shown in Ref. 19,g↑↓ has to
be renormalized in such limit, making the effective condu
tances about twice as large. We thus arrive at an estima

a 8̀

a8
'11@Aetanh~L/lSD!#21, ~21!

where a 8̀ 5gLg↑↓/(4pm) is the Gilbert damping enhance
ment assuming infinite spin-flip rate in the normal me
tSF→0, i.e., treating it as a perfect spin sink.4

It follows that only for a high spin-flip probabilitye
*1022, the normal-metal film can be a good spin sink
22440
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that a8;a 8̀ . This makes the lighter metals, such as Al, C
and Cu, as well as heavier metals with onlys electrons in the
conduction band, such as Ag, Au, and Ta less effective s
sinks since these metals have a relatively small spin-o
coupling, typically corresponding toe&1022.23,27,28Heavier
elements withZ*50 andp or d electrons in the conduction
band, such as Pd and Pt, on the other hand, can be goo
nearly perfect spin sinks as they have a much largee
*1021.23 This conclusion explains the hierarchy of the o
served Gilbert damping enhancement in Ref. 6: Pt has ab
2 electrons per atom in the conduction band, which are
bridized with d orbitals, and a large atomic numberZ578
and, consequently, leads to a large magnetization dam
enhancement in theN-F-N sandwich for thin ferromagnetic
films. Pd which is above Pt in the periodic table having sim
lar atomic configuration but smaller atomic numberZ546
leads to a sizable damping, but smaller than for Pt by a fa
of 2. Ta is a heavy element,Z573, but has onlys electrons
and the damping enhancement is an order of magnit
smaller than in Pt. Finally, Cu is a relatively light elemen
Z529, with s electrons only and does not cause an obse
able damping enhancement at all. According to Eq.~21!, a
sufficiently thick active layer,L*lSD, is also required for a
sizable spin relaxation.

The limit of a large ratio of spin-flip to non-spin-flip sca
tering e;1 deserves special attention. In this regime, E
~21! does not hold, since by using the diffusion equation@Eq.
~8!# and boundary conditions@Eqs. ~9!# we implicitly as-
sumed thate!1. If e*1021, on the other hand, even inte
facial scattering alone can efficiently relax the spin imb
ance, and such films, therefore, are good or nearly per
spin sinks~so thata8;a 8̀ ), regardless of their thickness~in
particular, they can be thinner than the elastic mean f
path!.

Infinite vs vanishing spin-flip rates in the normal met
are two extreme regimes for the magnetization dynamics
F-N bilayers. In the former case, the damping constana
5a01gLg↑↓/(4pm) is significantly enhanced for thin ferro
magnetic films, whereas in the latter case,a5a0 is indepen-
dent of the ferromagnetic film thickness. Experimentally, t
two regimes are accessible by using Pt as a perfect or C
a poor spin sink in contact with a ferromagnetic thin film,
done in Ref. 6 forN-Py-N sandwiches.~Using theN-F-N
trilayer simply increasesa8 by the factor of 2, as compare
to theF-N bilayer, due to the spin pumping through the tw
interfaces.! The measured damping parameterG5gMsa is
shown in Fig. 3 by circles.

For the Cu-Py-Cu trilayer, our theory predictsG(d)
5G0, while for the Pt-Py-Pt sandwich

G~d!5G01
~gLmB!2

2p\

g↑↓S21

d
~22!

as a function of ferromagnetic film thicknessd. The Pyg
factor is gL'2.1.6 These expression agree with the expe
ments forG051.03108 s21 and g↑↓S2152.631015 cm22

~see Fig. 3!. Both numbers are very reasonable:G0 equals
the bulk value 0.721.03108 s21 for Py,29 while g↑↓S21

compares well with g↑↓S21'1.631015 cm22 found in
3-5
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angular-magnetoresistance~aMR! measurements in Py-C
hybrids.19 ~We recall that here one has to use the renorm
ized mixing conductanceg̃↑↓, in the notation of Ref. 19.! In
fact, since Pt has two conduction electrons per atom, w
Cu–only one, and they have similar crystal structures,
expectg↑↓ to be larger in the case of the Py-Pt hybrid, ju
tifying the value used to fit the experimental data. We ha
thus demonstrated that the additional damping in ferrom
netic thin films can be used to measure the mixing cond
tance of theF-N interface.

IV. MAGNETIC DAMPING IN F -N1-N2 TRILAYER

In this section we consider ferromagnetic spin pump
into a bilayerN1-N2 normal-metal system, see Fig. 4. It

FIG. 3. Circles show measured~Ref. 6! Gilbert parameterG of
a permalloy film with thicknessd sandwiched between two norma
metal ~Pt or Cu! layers. Solid lines are predictions of our theo
with two fitting parameters,G0, and g↑↓-Py bulk damping and
Py-Pt mixing conductance, respectively, see Eq.~22!.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but now the normal-metal system
composed of a bilayerN1-N2. Ferromagnetic precession pump
spins into the first normal-metal layerN1. The spin build-up inN1
may flow back into the ferromagnetF as spin currentI s1

back, relax in
N1, or return to the second normal-metal layerN2 as spin current
I s2

back. The spin accumulation inN2 is disregarded since the layer
assumed to be a perfect spin sink.
22440
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assumed that the spins are driven into the first normal-m
film (N1) of thicknessL. While in N1, spins are allowed to
diffuse through the film, where they can relax, diffuse ba
into the ferromagnet, or reach the second normal-metal la
(N2). N2 is taken to be a perfect spin sink: spins reach
N2 either relax immediately by spin-flip processes or a
carried away before diffusing back intoN1. We show that
measuring the ferromagnetic magnetization damping a
function ofL in this configuration can be used to study the
mixing conductance of the twoN1 film interfaces as well as
the N1 spin-diffusion time.

The analysis in this section was inspired by experime
of Mizukami et al.,16 who in a follow-up to their systematic
study of Gilbert damping inN-Py-N sandwiches,6 studied
magnetization damping in Py-Cu and Py-Cu-Pt hybrids a
function of Cu film thicknessL. The measured damping pa
rameterG is shown by circles in Fig. 5. As shown in th
preceding section, Cu is a poor sink for the pumped sp
while Pt is nearly a perfect spin absorber, thus identifying
Cu film with N1 and the Pt layer withN2.

We use the same notation as in the previous section
discuss theF-N1 spin pumping with subsequent spin diffu
sion throughN1. Similar to Eqs.~9!, the boundary condi-
tions for the diffusion equation~8! in the normal metalN1
are now

x50: ]xms522~\NSD!21I s1 ,

x5L: ]xms522~\NSD!21I s2 . ~23!

I s1 and I s2 are the total spin currents through the leftx
50) and right (x5L) interfaces, respectively.I s1 „similarly
to I s @Eq. ~6!# in the previous section… includes the pumped
spin current@Eq. ~1!# and the spin-accumulation-driven sp

is

FIG. 5. Circles show the measurements by Mizukamiet al.
~Ref. 16! of the Gilbert damping in Py-Cu-Pt trilayer and Py-C
bilayer as a function of the Cu buffer thicknessL. Solid lines are
our theoretical prediction according to Eqs.~26! and ~27!.
3-6
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current @Eq. ~13!# contributions.I s2, on the other hand, is
entirely governed by theN1→N2 spin-accumulation-driven
flow

I s25
g

4p
ms~x5L !, ~24!

whereg is the conductance per spin of theN1-N2 interface.
Solving the diffusion equation~8! with the boundary con-

ditions ~23!, we find the spin currentI s1 as we did in the
preceding section. The Gilbert damping enhancement du
the spin relaxation in the composite normal-metal system
then given by

a85F11g↑↓ tSFdSD

h

11tanh~L/lSD!gtSFdSD/h

tanh~L/lSD!1gtSFdSD/h G21 gLg↑↓

4pm
.

~25!

Setting g50 decouples the two normal-metal systems a
reduces Eq.~25! to Eq. ~19! giving the damping coefficien
of the F-N1 bilayer. From Eq.~25!, we get for the Py-Cu
(L)-Pt trilayer

G~L !5G01F11g↑↓ tSFdSD

h

11tanh~L/lSD!gtSFdSD/h

tanh~L/lSD!1gtSFdSD/h G21

3
~gLmB!2

2h

g↑↓S21

d
~26!

and for the Py-Cu(L) bilayer ~putting g50)

G~L !5G01F11
g↑↓tSFdSD/h

tanh~L/lSD! G
21 ~gLmB!2

2h

g↑↓S21

d
.

~27!

In the experiments, the permalloy thicknessd530 Å is fixed
and the Cu film thicknessL is varied between 3 and 1500 n
as shown by the circles in Fig. 5. Our theoretical results, E
~26! and~27!, are plotted in Fig. 5 by solid lines. We use th
following parameters: The bulk damping29 G050.7
3108 s21; the spin-flip probabilitye51/700 and the spin-
diffusion lengthlSD5250 nm for Cu~which correspond to
elastic mean free pathlel5A3elSD516 nm), in agreemen
with values reported in literature;23,28,30 g↑↓S2151.6
31015 cm22 from the aMR measurements;19 and gS21

53.531015 cm22 for the Cu-Pt contact, which lies betwee
values for the majority and minority carriers as measured
calculated31 for the Cu-Co interface. Figure 5 shows a r
markable agreement~within the experimental error! between
the measurements and our theory. It is important to st
that while the profiles of the trends displayed in Fig. 5 rev
the diffusive nature of spin transfer in the Cu spacer, th
cannot be used to judge the validity of a detailed mechan
for spin injection~relaxation! at the Py-Cu~Cu-Pt! interface.
The case of our spin pumping picture is strongly suppor
by the normalization of the curves~in agreement with experi
ment!, which are governed in our theory by quantities know
from other sources.

The trends in Fig. 5 can be understood as follows. Si
Cu is a poor spin sink, a Py-Cu contact with a single Cu fi
does not lead to a significant damping enhancement.
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small spin-flip ratio,e!1, causes most of the spins tran
ferred into the normal-metal layer to be scattered back
relax in the ferromagnet before flipping their direction in t
Cu buffer. This leads only to a small damping enhancem
which saturates atL@lSD and vanishes in the limitL
!lSD. The situation changes after a Pt film, a very go
spin sink, is connected to the bilayer: If the normal-me
layer is smaller than the elastic mean free path,L!lel , the
spin accumulation is uniform throughout the Cu buffer. T
spin pumping will now be partitioned. A fraction of th
pumped spins reflects back into the ferromagnet, while
rest get transmitted and subsequently relax in the Pt la
The ratio between these two fractions equals the ratio
tween the conductance of the Py-Cu contact and the C
contact,g↑↓/g, and is of the order of unity. This results in
large magnetization damping as a significant portion of
spin pumping relaxes by spin-orbit scattering in Pt. WhenL
is increased, less spins manage to diffuse through the e
Cu buffer, and, in the limitL@lSD, the majority of the spins
scatter back into the ferromagnet or relax in Cu not feel
the presence of the Pt layer at all. In the intermediate regi
the spin pumping into the Pt layer has an algebraic fall-off
the scale of the elastic mean free path and exponential on
the scale of the spin-diffusion length.

It is important to emphasize that the strong dependenc
damping on the Cu layer thicknessL in the Py-Cu-Pt con-
figuration gives evidence of the spin accumulation in t
normal-metal system. This spin accumulation, in turn, in
cates that an excited ferromagnet~as in the FMR experimen
discussed here! transfers spins into adjacent nonmagne
layers, confirming our claim.4 Furthermore, this supports ou
concept of the spin battery.22

Before ending this section, it is illuminating to make
small digression and further study Eq.~26! in the limit of
vanishing spin-flip processes in the buffer layerN1. Recall-
ing our definitions forlSD anddSD @Eqs.~11! and~12!# and
taking limit tSF→`, we find that Eq.~26! reduces to Eq.
~22!, only with g↑↓ replaced bygeff

↑↓ @similarly to Eq.~20!#:

1

geff
↑↓ 5

1

g↑↓ 1RN11
1

g
, ~28!

whereRN1 is the resistance of theN1 layer. The right-hand
side of Eq.~28! is simply the inverse mixing conductance
the N1 buffer in series with its two interfaces~one with F
and one withN2);19 in particular, when layerN1 is thick
enough, the total mixing conductancegeff

↑↓ is just the conduc-
tance of the diffusive normal-metal spacer separatingF and
N2.11,25The spin pumping into layerN1 with the subsequen
diffusion and then spin absorption by the ideal spin sinkN2
~as discussed in this section! can thus be viewed as the sp
pumping across an effective combined scatterer separa
the ferromagnet~F! from the perfect spin sink (N2) @as done
in obtaining Eq.~22!#. This shows consistency of our ap
proach.
3-7
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Ferromagnets emit a spin current into adjacent nor
metals when the magnetization direction changes with ti
We recently proposed a novel mechanism for this spin tra
fer based on the picture of adiabatic spin pumping.4 It was
shown that our theory explains the increased magnetiza
damping in ferromagnets in contact with normal metals
measurements of FMR linewidths.6,14,16,17

Whereas the spin pumping affects the magnetization
namics, it also creates a nonequilibrium magnetization in
jacent nonmagnetic films. In this paper we first calculate t
spin accumulation forF-N metallic multilayers and find tha
it induces a spin backflow into the ferromagnetic layer t
reduces the spin pumping. This spin-accumulation-driv
current is significant for light metals or metals with onlys
electrons in the conduction band, which have a small sp
flip to spin-conserving scattering ratio.

The picture of ferromagnetic spin pumping and sub
quent spin diffusion in the adjacent normal-metal layers
also applied to theF-N1-N2 configuration in order to ana
lyze recent experiments16 on magnetization damping in Py
Cu-Pt trilayers. We showed that our theory quantitatively
plains the experimental findings. Our analysis of t
experiments by Mizukamiet al.6,16 shows that FMR of ultra-
thin ferromagnetic films in contact with single or compos
normal-metal buffers is a powerful tool to investigate inte
facial transport properties of magnetic multilayers as well
the spin relaxation parameters of the normal metal layer
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APPENDIX: ADIABATIC SPIN PUMPING

Here we present a detailed discussion of spin pump
into normal-metal layers by a precessing magnetization
rection m of an adjacent ferromagnet. A schematic of t
model is displayed in Fig. 6. The ferromagnetic layerF is a
a spin-dependent scatterer that governs electron transpo
tween two@left ~L! and right (R)] normal-metal reservoirs.

The 232 operatorÎ l for the charge and spin current in th
l th lead (l 5L,R) can be expressed in terms of operato
aam,l(E) @bam,l(E)# that annihilate a spin-a electron with
energy E leaving @entering# the l th lead through themth
channel:

Î l
ab~ t !5

e

h (
m

E dEdE8ei (E2E8)t/\

3@abm,l
† ~E!aam,l~E8!2bbm,l

† ~E!bam,l~E8!#.

~A1!
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When the scattering matrixŝmn,l l 8
ab (t) of the ferromagnetic

layer varies slowly on the time scales of electronic relaxat
in the system, an adiabatic approximation may be used.
annihilation operators for particles entering the reservoirs
then related to the operators of the outgoing states by
instantaneous value of the scattering matrixbam,l(E)
5 ŝmn,l l 8

ab (t)abn,l 8(E). In terms ofaam,l only, we can evalu-

ate the expectation valuêÎ l
ab(t)& of the current operator

using ^aam,l
† (E)abn,l 8(E8)&5 f l(E)dabdmnd l l 8d(E2E8),

where f l(E) is the~isotropic! distribution function in thel th
reservoir. When the scattering matrix depends on a sin
time-dependent parameterX(t), then the Fourier transform
of the current expectation valueÎ l(v)5*dteivt Î l(t) can be
written as

Î l~v!5ĝX,l~v!X~v! ~A2!

in terms of a frequencyv- and X-dependent paramete
ĝX,l :32

ĝX,l~v!52
ev

4p (
l 8

E dES 2
] f l 8~E!

]E D
3(

mn
S ] ŝmn,l l 8~E!

]X
ŝmn,l l 8

†
~E!2H.c.D . ~A3!

Equation~A2! is the first-order~in frequency! correction to
the dc Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula.33 At equilibrium f R(E)
5 f L(E), Eq. ~A2! is the lowest-order nonvanishing contr
bution to the current. Furthermore, at sufficiently low tem
peratures, we can approximate2] f l(E)/]E by a d function
centered at Fermi energy. The expectation value of th
32 particle-number operatorQ̂l(v) @defined by Î l(t)
5dQ̂l(t)/dt in time or by Î l(v)52 ivQ̂l(v) in frequency
domain# for the l th reservoir is then given by

Q̂l~v!5S e

4p i (
mnl8

] ŝmn,l l 8
]X

ŝmn,l l 8
†

1H.c.D X~v!, ~A4!

FIG. 6. Ferromagnetic film~F! sandwiched between two norma
metal layers (N). The latter are taken to be reservoirs in comm
thermal equilibrium. The reflection and transmission amplituder
and t8 shown here govern the spin current pumped into the ri
lead.
3-8
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where the scattering matrices are evaluated at the Ferm
ergy. Because the prefactor on the right-hand side of
~A4! does not depend on frequencyv, the equation is also
valid in time domain. The change in particle numberdQ̂l(t)
is proportional to the modulationdX(t) of parameterX and
the 232 matrix current ~directed into the normal-meta
leads! reads

Î l~ t !5e
]n̂l

]X

dX~ t !

dt
, ~A5!

where the ‘‘matrix emissivity’’ into leadl is

]n̂l

]X
5

1

4p i (
mnl8

] ŝmn,l l 8
]X

ŝmn,l l 8
†

1H.c. ~A6!

If the spin-flip scattering in the ferromagnetic layer is dis
garded, the scattering matrixŝ can be written in terms of the
spin-up and spin-down scattering coefficientss↑(↓) using the
projection matrices û↑5(1̂1ŝ•m)/2 and û↓5(1̂2ŝ
•m)/2:11

ŝmn,l l 85smn,l l 8
↑ û↑1smn,l l 8

↓ û↓. ~A7!

The spin current pumped by the magnetization precessio
obtained by identifyingX(t)5w(t), where w is the azi-
muthal angle of the magnetization direction in the plane p
pendicular to the precession axis. For simplicity, we assu
that the magnetizationrotates around the y axis: m
5(sinw,0,cosw). Using Eq.~A7!, it is then easy to calculate
the emissivity@Eq. ~A6!# for this process:

]n̂l

]w
52

1

4p
@Arsy1Ai~sxcosw2szsinw!#, ~A8!

where Ar(Ai)5Re(Im)@g↑↓2t↑↓#, as explained in Sec. II
Expanding the 232 current into isotropic and traceless com
ponents
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